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ROTARY Article And Photos by Dick Cavin



ENGINE



What would you say to the idea that there is a here-and-now engine THAT HAS THE POTENTIAL TO MAKE EVERY GASOLINE ENGINE IN THE



WORLD OBSOLETE? What would you say if you heard this engine weighed less than 1/2 Ib. per hp, had 12 tiny cylinders of slightly over an inch in diameter, was nearly vibrationless, whose fuel burn rate was nearly half that of conventional engines and whose torque curve was a straight line from zero on up? And what would you say if such an engine had only 8 moving parts out of its total of 15 parts, had a compression ratio of 16:1, could burn 80 octane fuel easily, was compact in size, had an extremely high thermal efficiency, required no external forced air or liquid for cooling, was 90% built of simple aluminum castings, could probably go many thousands of hours between overhauls, would develop 300 hp at 3000 rpm weighing 110 Ibs. and, lastly, would only cost a fraction of what a conventional engine of comparable horsepower would cost? What would you say? Well, you would probably say, "What's that funny smelling cigarette you are smoking?" If you were also told that a couple of young EAA members that run a country town welding and machine shop in Oklahoma and an older farmer/engine tinkerer had such an engine running and doing all the things above, what would you say then? You could rightly say, "I'd like to believe, but talk's cheap and anyone can make claims. How about some proof?" That's about what I was saying to myself as I parked in front of the Snyder (OK) Machine and Welding Shop. While driving there I was remembering how many exotic and radically different new engines had been heralded with extravagant claims in the Big Three popular mechanical magazines over past years, but one and all have quietly disappeared. What happened to them? If they were as great as they claimed, where are they now? In the cold light of history I will admit to approaching the interview with a bias of skepticism, but that attitude quickly did an about face. My first surprise was how young the 14 FEBRUARY 1986



two engine builders were . . . Robert Sullivan is 33 and Max Buchanan is 25. They are partners in both the machine shop and the engine, in addition to an original design airplane they are building, one they call "The Coyote Chaser", described as a cross between a J-3 and a Curtiss Jr. While they modestly describe themselves as just a couple of ol' Oklahoma farm boys that like to tinker with their toys, don't believe it for a minute. They are a couple of talented young men who don't let hidebound traditions cloud their thinking. Max is an aeronautical engineer, while Robert admits to having been closely associated with racing engines since he was 12, when he lived across the street from an auto race track in Wichita, KS. With a little probing I found out they had designed and built up two jet engines from assorted discarded parts and both ran fairly well, even though they had trouble starting them at first. Their greatest asset is the brainstorming they constantly do. One such session got them involved with the rotary vee engine, as they were looking for a better type engine for their homebuilt. I didn't get to meet Tommy Holder, the oldest member of the trio at 52, who was out of town, but Robert said he, too, had been a constant tinkerer with all sorts of engines since his youth. As they pored over available material in libraries and university files they came across an account of a rotary vee engine built by a Frank Turner of Graham, TX, a small city less than 100 miles away. The more they studied the engine the more convinced they became that this was IT. They tried to contact Mr. Turner, but he had moved away to a western state. They did talk to machine shop employees of Turner who had built parts for it, had watched the engine run and were familiar with its successes and failures. While these people weren't too help-



ful in the design of a new rotary vee engine they were helpful in that the things they saw kept Robert and Max from going down the same road. Turner had gotten involved with Malcolm Bricklin, an automaker whose firm had produced some 3000 sporty two seat cars before going bankrupt. Turner had demonstrated his engine to Detroit automakers, but only Bricklin didn't scoff and joined forces with Turner, but this arrangement eventually went down hill, too. Of the 5 prototypes he built for Bricklin, the No. 3 engine was the big one. It weighed 300 Ibs. and put out 500 hp. While merely turning 535 rpm it put out an incredible 545 ft. Ibs. of torque. According to the former employees, Turner never was able to solve the bearing problems. Lack of financing and this problem apparently caused them to give up, they said. Robert, Max and Tommy built a model of the engine of wood and Plexiglas tubing and they soon saw what the basic problem was, along with what they said was an obvious solution that presented itself in one of their many brainstorming sessions. Still another model satisfied them that they had the answers, so in late '83 they made the decision to build one. Getting all in preparation took awhile, but work actually started in January '84. Turner had built his engines by "stacking" machined parts, bolting them together to form the major units, whereas Robert, Max and Tommy quickly saw that this was not only labor intensive, but also introduced a number of other serious problems. They also used an entirely different approach to the bearing problem, the Achilles' heel of the Turner engine. They solved the eccentric loading problem so well that the manufacturer of the needle bearings they used guaranteed they would last for a minimum of 2000 hrs., perhaps as
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PHOTO A - A cylinder block being prepared for engine assembly . . . with plastic stutter blocks in place for sealing the compressor section._____



much as 5000.



Part of their solution was to cast the basic cylinder block/head unit in one piece. Since neither of them had other than just rudimentary knowledge of foundry techniques when they began, they bit off a pretty good hunk when they took on the intricate shape of the cylinder block for their very first attempt. These blocks are nearly solid at the vee apex end and at the spark plug end, with openings for the six steel cylinder liners to slip into. The interior has a hollow area around the cylinders to bathe them in cooling air sucked in from the outer end of the block. The air is then centrifugally expelled through what looks like fins, but is in reality a grille arrangement, much like a squirrel cage blower operates (more on this later). As you might well have guessed, their first casting attempts weren't overwhelmingly successful. Most of their problems related to using the wrong molding material, but again they read everything in sight and talked to some "pros" and soon things were going smoothly. They now use a resin coated sand to make their casting cores in a process that is akin to the well known "lost wax" method, wherein the wax is melted out of the finished casting once it has done its job. Because of the rather intricate shape involved, it is necessary that they make up their sand cores in sections, stacking one on top of the other in the modeling fixture, like slices of bread are stacked. As the 1300 degree F. heat of the molten 356 aluminum alloy cooks the resin for awhile it loses its cohesiveness and can be poured or chipped out of the mold when cooled, leaving only the casting. The outer case is cast in two parts, an upper half and a lower half. They are joined with 10 bolts. The rest of the engine is supported at each end of the vee shaped lower half. What is essen-



PHOTO B - V-shaped pistons for the prototype 5-cylinder engine. Note the 2 rings on each end.



tially an exhaust collector ring is molded into the top and bottom halves, closely matching the exhaust port openings in the cylinder blocks. When I said "port" that let the cat out of the bag. Yes, it's a 2 stroke cycle engine, a pure rotary engine, with a 135 degree angle in the vee, an angle that has a definite significance. Now we come to the mind blowing part. Since the early steam engine days we have had our minds trained to think in conventional, familiar engine terms (i.e. the piston moves up in the cylinder, where the gas/air mixture is ignited, forcing the piston down, etc.). This is the classic reciprocating engine that changes recip motion to rotary motion via a crankshaft. A crankshaft gets its name from the fact that it has one or more offset links in it. (Remember the hand crank they used to start cars with? Utilizing lever action, it could turn rotary motion back into recip motion.) The rotary vee has no crankshaft as such, only a shaft called an output shaft (actually one for each cylinder block). The rotary vee engine's two output shafts are slightly longer than the cylinder blocks. They slip over a smaller diameter support shaft and they run on four needle bearings between the two shafts. This support shaft is rigid and non-rotating. It is vee shaped and a single piece from one end of the engine to the other. Think of it as a rigid backbone that keeps all other parts aligned. The rotary vee has an important difference with a recip engine that vitally affects its efficiency. Remember that in a recip the piston starts and stops twice each rotation, thus wasting huge amounts of energy to both resist and initiate the stop/start process. This wasted energy not only drastically affects thermal efficiency, but also prevents the torque curve from being a straight line. At high power the stop/ start saps so much of available energy



PHOTO C - A cylinder block with the Vshaped pistons installed. The small, longer shaft is the rigid "backbone" of



the engine.



that at some point the torque curve flattens out or falls off drastically. The stop/start action requires much additional metal to resist the forces generated and is the prime source of vibration in a recip. It's also the reason a recip needs either a flywheel or counterbalance, in addition to being the primary cause of high stresses in propellers. One important fact about the rotary vee isn't readily apparent — the cylinder heads generate a large portion of the power released when the fuel is ignited, as they move away from the charge just as the piston does. With the 135 degree angle of the vee they account for 35% of the total power and the pistons 65%. A recip engine cylinder head contributes nothing. It just gets hotter and hotter. Don't confuse the rotary vee (a true rotary) with the Wankel, which isn't a true rotary at all, and does indeed stop/ start and requires a counterbalance. In the rotary vee the pistons do not stop/ start for the simple reason each vee shaped piston is solid from one end to the other. Also the cylinders and the cylinder blocks are moving in a rotating motion that is 90 degrees to the plane of motion of the pistons, which results in the piston making a "screwing" motion inside the cylinder. To better understand this, imagine an invisible ring around the outside of all the pistons, with the pistons attached to the ring like gondolas on a ferris wheel. As they rotate in unison they remain in the same plane, always staying "level". Each piston has two compression rings near the end, with a slot cut in the end to control valve action. The rings are the only place where any wear can take place, since the screwing action of the pistons keeps cylinder walls polished smooth and they remain perfectly round. Now we come to the reason for the vee. Since the pistons are all the same SPORT AVIATION 15



PHOTO D - The second rotating cylinder block being mated onto the first one, the pistons and fixed center shaft.



length, the only way the size of the combustion chamber can be varied is by utilizing the difference in the distance between the cylinder blocks at the inside apex and outside apex of the vee. When a piston is at the inside apex position in its rotational cycle, the top of the piston is closest to the spark plug and this is the maximum compression point.



e



PHOTO E - The engine's moving parts assembled and ready to be installed in the 2-piece case.



an analogy that might help: If you've seen disc cultivators pulled behind a tractor, you noticed that the gangs of discs were set in a vee. Now when the resistance of the earth applies a force vector to these discs they rotate. If they were set straight ahead it wouldn't get the job done. Remember, too, the vector diagrams



SIDE VIEW



TOP VIEW HOW THE ROTARY VEE WORKS



This highly simplified set of diagrams shows how just one vee-shaped piston (in black)moves in and out of its cylinders as it rides through one revolution of the twin offset rotating cylinder blocks. In the actual prototype engine, the blocks



contain 5 cylinder bores (like the chambers in a six-shooter), each with its own vee-shaped piston. __ ________________Drawing By Jack Cox



This is also where the power stroke begins. One of the reasons for the incredible smoothness of the rotary vee is that at any one moment there are six of the twelve cylinders in the power stroke phase and the power overlap makes it nearly as smooth as a turbine engine. In case you are still scratching your head to figure out how a rotational force is imparted to the cylinder block, here's 16 FEBRUARY 1986



of lift and drag on an airfoil with a third line with an arrow on it in between — the resultant force? Same idea. Let's focus now on the center part of the engine, where the apex area of the piston vees are rotating. Again the difference in distance between the apex of the inside vee and outside vee lets the piston (vees) act like a Roots blower. A Vickers hydraulic pump also uses this principle. The air/gas mixture



PHOTO F - One of the case halves.



from the carb enters this area and is compressed, to enter the proper cylinder pairs when their respective intake ports are open. (A two cycle needs pressurized air to function properly.) The 10mm spark plugs in the end of each cylinder rotate right along with the cylinder blocks, so they don't have an ignition wire attached to them. They are fired at the proper time as they go by a cam type sensor with no points, using a standard solid state system as the power source. This system works much like an automotive distributor in principle. They have found that firing the plugs at the equivalent of 25 degrees TDC is about optimum. While intake fuel and air enter at the center, the cooling air comes in at each end of the engine via an annular slot around the shaft. It then goes into the hollow interior of the cylinder block, where it does its cooling job very efficiently before being centrifugally expelled through the grill arrangement in the cylinder blocks, changing direction 90 degrees in the process. No baffling or liquid cooling is required. (I could actually lay my hand on the engine while it ran for several minutes.) Slots in the outer case allow exit of the heated air. Internal friction of the rotary vee is extremely low as compared to a conventional engine, while its thermal efficiency is much better. It gets the most out of every BTU in the fuel. Keeping exhaust valves cool on a conventional engine is their major problem, boosting their cooling requirements tremendously, and most just barely make the grade. The combination of sleeve valves and forced air cooling on the rotary vee virtually eliminates heat as an operational problem. I've actually been describing two engines. The first engine is a prototype that puts out 85 hp at 3000 rpm and weighs 46 Ibs. It has five 1-1/8" dia.



PHOTO G - The bottom case half with the two rotating cylinder blocks and pistons installed.



cylinders in each cylinder block. The other engine is'the number 2 model. It has six 1-1/2" cylinders per cylinder block and it will put out 300 hp at 3000 rpm and will only weigh 110 Ibs.! The prototype engine has been run about 50 hrs. to date. They haven't run it on a dynamometer because they made some mistakes on it that will be corrected on number 2, primarily in the precise location of sleeve valve ports. The number 1 engine has a displacement of 18.4 cu. in. (299cc's), but don't try to use those numbers for a guide to its power capability to compare with other engines. A different formula is needed. The horsepower figures are estimates and have been mathematically verified by a nearby university physics department. Number 2 will be thoroughly dynamometer tested and fully documented in an intensive test program. The number 2 engine is being built at this writing and Robert and Max expect to begin testing on it by January '86. Later in '86 they plan to build a diesel version, as the design readily lends itself to conversion to a diesel. Number 2 engine has a 62 cu. in. displacement. For the present time for test purposes only on Number 1 they are using a gas/ oil mix, but will go to a pressurized oiling system that will inject oil on the cylinder walls below the rings. The screwing action will then oil the entire cylinder and excess will go into the compressor section, where it will go through the entire cycle again, with little or no oil actually used. This will eliminate the eternal 2 cycle problem of having to mix the fuel and oil and getting proper proportions of each. The system will be a dry sump oil system in effect. Oil will be injected into the lower part of each cylinder and as the oil drains down the cylinder walls it will be scavenged and recycled, so essentially there will be little if any oil



PHOTO H - The hands provide a perspective for the small size of the rotary-vee



engine.



consumption. In case you're wondering about possible eccentric load effects on cylinders when the number 2 cylinder block transmits its rotary power via the vee shaped pistons to the number 1 block . . . no problem. The piston is in the cylinder at nearly full depth at that time, so is well supported. It's truly hard to visualize all that takes place in the rotary vee by verbal description or by studying sketches and photos of it. When you operate the wood and Plexiglas model of it it all falls into place. When you see this little jewel run, see how easily it starts, how rapidly it accelerates, how quietly it runs, with nearly zero vibration, one's pre-conceived objections and skepticism go out the window. From that point on it's hard to keep one's enthusiasm on a leash. We'll have to wait until the number 2 engine is tested before we release all that pent up enthusiasm, of course, but I can't help feeling that this engine has a fantastic potential (repeat, POTENTIAL). In airplanes alone, consider some of these things . . . not only would its .25.30 SFC save many dollars, think how it would improve maximum range! By eliminating practically all cooling drag, we would add a significant amount to cruising speed. Because of its superb weight to power ratio, all sorts of new design doors are opened to us. Combine this attribute with ultra-low manufacturing cost and the linear torque feature and the sky's the limit. For the first time we can have twin engine safety at a cost that everyone can afford. We can use multiple engines in an over and under configuration, or in the push-pull manner, like EAAer Joe Halsmer demonstrated years ago, or we can easily bury them in the wings in the conventional twin configuration. Engines can even be



PHOTO I - The engine with the top case ready for installation.



mounted side by sider, using overlapping props, as an experimenter in Washington showed years ago. For the first time, too, we may see truly practical flying automobiles. Here the designer could use whatever horsepower mix he needed. Consider, too, the safety aspect of linear torque. If we chose to use the new 300 hp engine, for example, and chose to use all 300 hp for takeoff, we could have super STOLs that could climb at 5000 ft./min. No longer would engine failure on takeoff be the potential disaster it is now. If the engine lost power anytime after the first 15 seconds, the pilot would have enough altitude to fly a normal pattern back to a landing. In cruise flight the engine could be throttled back to whatever power we wanted, as long as we were below airframe Vne. Like military fighters, we could throttle stop the engine for normal use, or bypass the stop if full power was needed (i.e. with linear torque if we chose to only use 200 hp out of the engine that developed 300 hp at 3000 rpm all we would have to do is pull it back to 2000 rpm). Think, too, what a boon it would be to have that much extra power available for high altitude takeoffs and obstacle clearance, greatly reducing the hazard of underpowered takeoffs. There would be negligible power loss due to altitude, since the rotary vee in effect has a supercharger already built in. To really appreciate the possibilities of the rotary vee, take an airplane like the T-18 for example... it uses engines in the 150-180 hp range weighing from 270 to 300 Ibs. You could put two rotary vees in the same cowling and still be as much as 80 Ibs. lighter than a single 180 hp engine! You could practically close up the cowl openings and pick up enough speed to cruise 200 mph with little more than idle power. SPORT AVIATION 17



his own (liability). While you might think the rotary vee engine is a relatively new idea, it might surprise you to learn the basic engine was first patented in 1919, although in considerably different form than the one that the trio have developed. They have accordingly applied for a number of patents pertaining to several of its design features that have proprietary implications.



PHOTO J - The assembled engine. The center tube is the intake and the two outer ones are the exhaust manifolds.



PHOTO K - A hint of things to come. The small cylinder block at the left is for the prototype engine. The larger one at the right is for the 300 hp Number Two engine.



The engine can be built in any horsepower range from about 50 on up to . . . who knows! A 50 hp engine would probably weigh 35 to 40 Ibs., but as you go up in horsepower the weight per horsepower goes down drastically. Possibly you are asking, "When can I buy one?" We can't answer that question yet. Robert, Max and Tommy are making no production plans until they thoroughly test the number 2 engine.



They are not looking for big investors to come in and eventually take over, like they have so often done in the past, leaving the inventors out in the cold. One possibility they are toying with is making a small production run of, say, 100 engines, which would be sold to buyers as stationary powerplants for experimental operation only. If the buyer chose to install the engine in a car, airplane, boat or tractor, he would be on



SPORT AVIATION will closely follow future testing of the rotary vee and the documented results of dynamometer and other sophisticated evaluation procedures. Please be patient until then. Robert, Max and Tommy won't have the time or facilities to answer a flood of letters. If you would like to register either a critical or complimentary comment on the engine, please send them to the author (Dick Cavin, 10529 Somerton Dr., Dallas, TX 75229) and I will forward it to them. Hopefully, in a few short months we should be able to have at least a preliminary answer as to whether this engine is indeed too good to be true or just another of those beautiful dreams that go up in smoke. If the rotary vee does pan out, I think you will agree that it truly does have the potential of making every gasoline engine in the world obsolete. Time will tell.



PHOTO L - Rotary vee engine principals are, left to right, Robert Sullivan, Max Buchanan and Tommy Holder.



Photo by Teresa Sullivan
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